
RANK ELEMENT OF A PROJECTIVE MODULE

AKIRA HATTORI

In § 1 of this note we first define the trace of an endomorphism of a

projective module P over a non-commutative ring A. Then we call the trace

of the identity the rank element r( P) of P, which we shall illustrate by several

examples. For a projective module P over the groupalgebra of a finite group

G, the rank element of P is essentially the character of G in P. In § 2 we

prove that under certain assumption two projective modules Pi and P2 over an

algebra over a complete local ring 0 are isomorphic if and only if their rank

elements are identical. This is a type of proposition asserting that two repre-

sentations are equivalent if and only if their characters are identical, and in

fact, when A is the groupalgebra, the above theorem may be considered as

another formulation of Swan's local theorem [9]*).

§ 1. Trace and rank element

1.1. Let A be a ring with an identity, and [A, A] its commutator, i.e.

the set of finite sums of elements of the form ab-ba (0, be A). We denote

the abelian group A/ZA, A] by Aα, and the natural epimorphism A-+Aa by e.

e is symmetric ε(ab) = εiba).

For a left A-module M, we have the right A-module HomA(M, A), called

the dual module of M and denoted by M* in this paper. It is easy to check

that the pairing (£, #)->ε(?(*)) (feM*, #eM) induces a well-defined homo-

morphism M*®AM-*Aa, which we shall denote by π.

Let P be a finitely generated projective left A-module. This means that

the mapping θ : P*®^P->Honu(P, P) defined by θ(ξ®x) (y) = ξ(y)x (x, y^P,

£eP*) is an isomorphism. Now, we shall define the trace Tr^(/) (or simply

Tr(/)) of an endomorphism /eHom^P, P) by Tr(/) = π(0~Hf)), which is a

Received January 25, 1964.
*> The present work was done in 1960-1961, and briefly announced in [5]. Our main

objective was to study Swan's results without use of Grothendieck rings. In the meantime,
there appeared the works of Giorgiutti [4], Rim, and Bass [2], which gave the same
problem nice answers together with a generalization.
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well-defined element of Aa. If θ"Ήl) = Σ&®*i , then θ'Kf) = Σ&®/(*/).

It follows that Tr(/) = *Σ&(/U)>.

If g is another endomorphism of P, we have

Hence Tr is a symmetric additive mapping. If A is commutative and P is free,

then our trace is identical with the usual trace of / or of the corresponding

matrix.

By a further analogy, we call Tr(l) the rank element of the projective

module P, and denote it by rA(P) (or by r(P)). Clearly we have r(PiΘP 2) =

r(Pi) + r(P2). If P is free of rank n, then r(P) = e(*i l>.

EXAMPLES 1. Let o be an integral domain, and α an invertible ( = projective)

ideal of o. There exist β/Gα and foecΓ1 (t = 1, . . . ,n) such that Σβίfe = l

For /εHomD(α, α), we have Tr(/) = Σfc/(β, ). It follows Tr(/)α = Σ(*fc)/(α, )

-fiaΣbiCii) =/(α) for α e α . In particular, ro(α) =Tr( l ) = 1 .

2. Let A = ίi Θ ί2 be a decomposition of A into a direct sum of left ideals,

and l = £i + £2 the corresponding decomposition of 1 into the sum of orthogonal

idempotents. Put P = ί i = Aei. Then ^ ( l ) = t\®el9 where a is the natural

injection fi->A Hence we have Tr(/) =δ(/(0i)). In particular, rA(\ι) =ε(ei).

Let 0 and e1 be idempotents, and assume that there is an Λ-isomorphism φ : Aβ

= Aef. If ψ(e) = a'ef and ψ~1(ef) = aet then we have e=^afefae and ef = aeafe'.

Hence ε(0) = ε(e').

3. Let A be a separable algebra over R (Auslander-Goldman [1]). This

means that there exists Σ ^ ®v° & Ae = A®A° (where A° is an anti-isomorphic

copy of A) satisfying the following i) and ii) (cf. e.g. Hattori [6]):

ii) ^aui®υ°i ^^Ui®(via)° for any ΛG A.

Define a linear mapping s A->A by s(x) =^ViXUi. By ii) we have

$(xy) = Σ Vix( yui) = *Σ(viy) xw = S(^ΛΓ).

Conversely, if s(z) =0, then by i) we have

z = Σ Wt>, 2 - Σ WKi = ΣC«/, Vizi e [A, A].
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Hence we have Ker(s) = [A, A]. Moreover,

s2(x) = sCΣviXUi) = s(ΣuiVix) = s(x).

This means that s is a projection. We have therefore a direct sum decomposi-

tion

A = IA, Al@s(A).

For such an A, we may substitute s : A-+A for ε : A-+Aa, to the effect that

traces and rank elements are elements of A (In some important cases, s(A)

coincides with the center of A.).

4. Let B be a ring and there be given a unitary homomorphism ψ - A -» B.

Assume that B, considered as a left A-module via ψ, is finitely generated and

projective. The right multiplication br by b e B is an A-endomorphism of B.

We call Tr(Zv) the trace of b with respect to A, and denote it as TrB/A(b).

TTB/A is a symmetric additive mapping B->Aa. If A is commutative and φ(A)

is in the center of B (i.e. if B is an algebra over A), ΎτB/A is an A-linear

symmetric mapping J3~>A.

1.2. Let ^ : A -» 5 be a unitary ring homomorphism. >̂ induces a homomor-

phism ^β : Aa->Ba such that ε f ^ = foe, where e' is the canonical epimorphism

B->Ba. If P is a finitely generated projective left A-module, then F=B®AP

is a finitely generated projective left J5-module. The dual of P' is naturally

identiήeά with HomA(Pf B). If 0CΣ&®Xt) - I F U / G P , ί/ei 3 *), then θi'Σφ*

£i®(l®Xi)) =lp'. Now, let / be an endomorphism of P. Then 1(8)/ is an

endomorphism of P', and we have immediately

In particular, we have

EXAMPLES 5. Let R be an integral domain, and K its field of qutients. For

a finitely generated projective i?-module P, let n be the dimension of the vector

space K®P over K Then we have rR(P) = Λ 1.

6. Let i?be a commutative Noetherian ring, and P a finitely generated

projective ϋ?-module. Let nι be a maximal ideal of R, Rm the local ring at m,

and ψm the canonical homomorphism R-*Kn\. P is said to be of rank n if the

free /?m-module Rm ® P is of rank n for every maximal ideal m. If this is the
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case, we have ψmirsiP) —n l) = 0 for every m. It follows that TR(P) =n l.

We shall come back to the general case, and assume now that B is finitely

generated and projective as a left A-module. A finitely generated projective

J5-module P is then a finitely generated projective A-module. Let θ*Σλi ® m = IΒ,

(m^By ^ GHom,(β, A)). If #,e:P, £y€=Hom*(P, B) are such that 0Σξ/®*y

= 1/,, then «iΛΓyePand λ f/e Hom^P, A) satisfy 0(ΣΛi°&® »/#/) = 1*. We

consider the following two particular cases:

i) Let /eHom*(P, P). By definition, we have Tr*(/) = e'Σ £;(/(*/)). K

we regard /eHoπuίP, P), then, using the notation of Example 4, we have

ΊrΛf) = βΣ^ey(/(«ίΛ> )) -

This is the chain theorem:

In particular, if B is an algebra over a commutative ring R, and finitely generated

and projective as an /^-module, and if every element of Aa has a representative

in R, then we have

Tr a (/) =rΛ(B) Tr*(/),

and in particular,

ii) Let A be a commutative ring, denoted by R as above. Then the opera-

tion of ί>eβ to P i s an endomorphism p(b) eHom^P, P), and we have

Using the natural homomorphism T? : J5®nBo-^Homji(5, B) (where B° is an

anti-isomorphic copy of B corresponding to the right multiplications), this is

described as

EXAMPLE 7. Let J5 be the groupalgebra RG of a finite group G of- order g

over a commutative ring R. We write the elements of RG in the form Σtfσtf,

(aσ^R). For a finitely generated /^-projective i?G-module P, we define the

character Y,t> by 7p(σ) =Triϊ(<7). Now assume further that P is i?G-projective,
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and let rRG(P) = ε t Σ s - τ " 1 ) . Applying the above case ii), we have

ZP(O) = Tr(τ?(<7(g)

In particular, we have

If i? is an integral domain with the quotient field K, and n is the dimension of

the vector space K®Pt then rR(P) = w l (Example 5). Hence we have gsι =

Λ l. Let ϋΓ be of characteristic 0, and let go be the largest factor of g which

is a unit in /?. Then n must be divisible by g/go. For instance, if ϋί is an

algebraic number field and R its ring of integers, then w is a multiple, of g

(Nakayama [7]). In the local case that R is the ring of p~adic integers, p being

a prime divisor of a rational prime p} n is a multiple of the order of a Sylow

^-subgroup of G.

If # is a unit in #, then RG is a separable algebra. A linear mapping s :

A-»A of Example 3 is obtained in this case by

— g - -r g

(s(RG) coincides with the center of RG). Hence we have in the sense of

Example 3

When the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for projective /?G-modules, then the

above equality is nothing but the expression of central idempotents by means

of characters (cf. Example 2). Obviously it is possible to derive properties of

characters from properties of rank elements.

1.3. We can obviously speak of the traces and the rank elements for right

modules.

Let P be a finitely generated projective left A-module. By the duality, the

biduai P** is canonically identified with P. On the other hand, we have the

anti-isomorphism t : Horcu(P, P)-»Hom^(P*f P*) taking the transposed' t/(ς)

(*)=•?(/(#)) U e P , ς e P * ) . The diagram

a

P, P)

P*, P*)
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is commutative. It follows immediately

Tr(/)=Tr( ' / ) .

In particular, r(P) = r(P*).

If A has an anti-involution a ̂ > a, P* may be considered as a left A-module,

by the new operation aς = ξa. In this case, the identification of P and P** is

realized by χ{ξ) = ξ(x). Therefore we have

TH7) - Tr(V),

This applies, in particular, for the groupalgebra A = RG of a finite group G

over a commutative ring R and its canonical anti-involution a - a~1(σ^G).

§ 2. Projective modules oyer an algebra over a complete local ring

Let o be a complete local ring with maximal ideal m, and A an algebra over

D finitely generated as an o-module. A/mA is a finite dimensional algebra over

o/m. Let N/mA be the radical of A/mA, and denote the natural epimorphism

A-+A/N by a-+a. Since o is complete, every idempotent of A/mA can be lifted

to A Therefore, if Ae is an indecomposable left ideal of A, e being an idem-

potent, then Ae/mAe is also indecomposable and Ae/Ne = A/Ne is irreducible.

Further, for two primitive idempotents e and e\ Ae^Ae* if and only if Ae/mAe

^Ae'/mAe1, and the latter isomorphism holds if and only if A/Ne = A/Ne1.

(For these facts, see Curtis and Reiner [3].)

We have remarked in Example 2 that if Ae = Ae' then ε(e) = ε(e'). As a

sort of converse to this, we shall prove

LEMMA. Assume that A/N is a direct sum of full matrix algebras over o/m

and that if the characteristic of o/m 25 p^0, then Aa is p-torsionfree. If eu

. . . , er are primitive idempotents of A such that Aei, . . . , Aer are non-isomor

phic to each other, then e(£3), . . . , e(er) are Z linearly independent, Z being

the ring of rational integers.

Proof. Suppose that there are non-zero integers nίt . . . , nr such that

ΣfliεU,) =0. By assumption, when the characteristic of o/m is p^0, we may

assume that one of w/s, say m, is relatively prime to p. It follows that Σ«/s

(Ii) =0, and we have nrϊ^O. Let A/iV=ZiΘ ΘAS be the decomposition

of A/N into simple components. Since A/Nei, i = 1 , . . . , r, are non-isomorphic
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to each other, ϋ*s are contained in different components, say £/eA/. Since

(A/N)a is the direct sum Λfθ ΘΛ?, and w, e(e, ) e Λf, we must have

Λιe(?, ) = θ. In particular, w ^ e [Ai, A]. But this is impossible, since Ax is a

full matrix algebra and <Fi is a primitive idempotent.

THEOREM. Let A be an algebra over a complete local ring o finitely generated

as an o-module, and if o/m has the characteristic p^0, we assume that Aa is

p-torsion free. Two finitely generated projective A-modules Pi and P2 are iso-

morphic if and only if rA(Pi) = rΔ(Pa).

Proof. Let L be an extension field of o/m of finite degree such that the

semisimple residue class algebra of AlmA®L is a direct sum of full matrix

algebras over L. There exists a complete local ring o' such that

i) o' contains o and is o-free of finite rank, and

ii) the maximal ideal of G' is mo' and o'/mo' = Z, (cf. [1], [6], [8] etc.). Put

A' = A(g>0o'. Then Af/lA\ A']^rA/[A, A]<g>0o' and this is ^-torsion free.

Hence A1 satisfies the assumptions on A in the above Lemma. By the Krull-

Schmidt theorem, Pι^P2 if and only if P3<g>o'^P2®o', while rA(Pi) =r<4(P2) if

and only if ?v(Pi®c') = τv(P2<g>o'). We may therefore assume that A itself

already satisfies the assumptions of Lemma. Now, a projective module is iso-

morphic to a direct sum of indecomposable left direct summands of A. Let

Aeu . . . , Aes be a complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes

of indecomposable left direct summands of A, and let rm, n, be the multiplicity

of Ae-i in Plt P2, respectively, i = 1, . . , , s. By Example 2, we have

TΛ(PI) = Σf», e(e, ), rA(P2) = Σwίe(*, ).

If rA(Pi) = ̂ ( P 2 ) , we have Σ ί w , - m)e(ei) = 0. Applying the above Lemma,

we have mi-ni, x = 1, . . . , s. This means Pi = P2. The converse is trivial.

COROLLARY. Let o be a complete local domain of characteristic 0 with quotient

field K, and let A be an algebra over o finitely generated as an o-module. Assume

Aa is o-torsionfree. Then two finitely generated projective A-modules Pi and P2

are isomorphic if and only if K®Pι and K®P2 are isomorphic.

Proof. Let ψ be the canonical injection o->K. The assumption that Aa is

o-torsionfree means that ψa : Aα--> (K(&A)a is a monomorphism. Now, if K® Pi

2y then ψarjPi) = rK®A(K®Pi) = rκ®AK®P2) = ψarA{P2). It follows
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that tA(Pi) =r^(P 2). Since our AQ is Z-torsionfree, we may apply the above

Theorem, and conclude that Pi and P2 are isomorphic. The converse is clear.

Remark. In the above, we only used the i>-torsionfreeness and o-torsion-

freeness of the group generated by all ε(e), (e idempotents), not of the whole

group Aa. For instance, let o be the ring of 2-adic integers, and A the usual

quaternion algebra over o, with the basis 1, i, j , k. Then LA, Al - 2(oι + 07 + ok),

so that Aa has non-trivial 2-torsion. But the only idempotent in A is 1, and

ε(l) is o-free. Hence we may apply the above arguments to this case (This case

is rather trivial as every finitely generated projective A-module is free.).

EXAMPLE 8. Let A be the groupalgebra of a finite group G over a complete

local domain 0 of characteristic 0. Aa

s being o-isomorphic to the center of A,

is D-torsionfree. Therefore Theorem and its Corollary can be applied to this

case. The latter is nothing but the characteristic zero case of Swan's local

theorem [9].
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